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Luty, McCammon, and Zhou~LMZ !1 @Eq. ~30!# have
derived the distribution function,w(u,f), of absorption
points on the surface of a sphere of radiusb for diffusing
particles starting at a pointr0 outside the sphere,

w~u,f!5
12g2

4p~122g cosu1g2!3/2, g[
b

r 0
. ~1!

Here, u is the polar angle between the initial position,r0 ,
and the final position,b, on the surface of the sphere, andg
is the ultimate absorption probability in the sphere. This d
tribution is uniform in the azimuthal angle,f, and normal-
izes as

E E w~u,f! sin u dudf51. ~2!

The distributionw(u,f) has been incorporated into a
algorithm for terminating Brownian trajectories.1 In the LMZ
algorithm, the ‘‘region of interest’’ is enclosed within
sphere of radiusb. Trajectories, which escape to a poi
r0 , wherer 0,b, are terminated with probability 12g. Oth-
erwise, they are put back on the surface of the sphere
the probability distributionw(u,f). This allows finite com-
putation of infinite stochastic trajectories. The LMZ alg
rithm has since found wide applicability in the calculation
rate constants for diffusion influenced reactions and elec
static capacitance of arbitrarily shaped conductors.2–4 It can
also be used in the computation of residence times wi
finite domains of arbitrary shapes.5

The purpose of the present Comment is to point out th
from the correspondence between diffusion a
electrostatics,6 the distribution of absorption points on an a
bitrary surfaceS is the same as the~normalized! surface
charge distribution induced on a grounded conducting s
face S by a fixed external point charge.4 The problem of a
point charge outside a grounded conducting sphere is a
sical problem of electrostatics, so that Eq.~1! is a standard
textbook result7 @Eq. ~2.5!#. The usefulness of the LMZ al
gorithm suggests that it might be worthwhile to generalize
to nonspherical domains, using the correspondence princ
outlined below.

Consider a finite domain with surfaceS and a pointr0

outside it. Following LMZ, we allow a central field, de
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scribed by the potential of interactionU(r ), as well as dis-
tance dependent diffusivity,D(r ). To obtain the distribution
of surface hitting points for Brownian trajectories starting
location r0 , one should first solve the diffusion equation

]p~r ,tur0!/]t52“J~r ,tur0!, ~3a!

for the probability density,p(r ,tur0), of finding a diffusing
particle at pointr by time t, given that it started atr0 at
t50. The vectorJ(r ,tur0) represents the diffusional flux, de
fined by

J~r ,tur0![2D~r !e2U~r !/kBT ¹eU~r !/kBTp~r ,tur0!. ~3b!

In the above equation,kBT is the thermal energy. The initia
distribution is

p~r ,tur0!5d~r2r0!, ~4!

and an absorbing boundary condition is imposed at the
main surface,

p~rPS,tur0!50. ~5!

From the solution of Eq.~3!, one may calculate the time
integrated flux perpendicular to the surfaceS of the domain,

j ~r ur0![2E
0

`

n~r !•J~r ,tur0!dt. ~6a!

This gives the fraction of particles ultimately absorbed at
point rPS, wheren~r ! denotes a normal unit vector. Th
surface integral

g(r0)5E
S

j ~r ur0!dS~r !, ~6b!

is the ultimate absorption probability inS. dS(r ) is the dif-
ferential surface element in Cartesian coordinates. T
Brownian hitting distribution onS is defined by

wS~rPSur0![ j ~r ur0!/g~r0!. ~7!

It is normalized so that

E
S
wS~rPSur0!dS~r !51. ~8!

The analogous electrostatic problem involves a po
charge near a grounded metallic surfaceS in a medium of
spatially dependent dielectric coefficiente~r !. One solves the
Poisson equation

“Del~r ur0!54pd~r2r0!, ~9a!
a,
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for the electrostatic potential,w(r ur0), given a point charge
at r0 . The vectorDel(r ur0) represents the dielectric displac
ment

Del~r ur0![e~r !E~r ur0!52e~r !“w~r ur0!, ~9b!

where E(r ur0) denotes the electrostatic field of a poi
charge atr0 .

The key point in our derivation is the observation th
the electrostatic potential and field are obtained as time i
grals of the corresponding diffusional probability density a
flux6

w~r ur0!54peU~r !/kBTE
0

`

p~r ,tur0!dt, ~10a!

Del~r ur0!54pE
0

`

J~r ,tur0!dt, ~10b!

e~r !5D~r !e2U~r !/kBT. ~10c!

These identities follow by direct integration of Eq.~3!, using
the initial condition in Eq.~4!. The absorbing boundary con
dition, Eq.~5!, corresponds to the Dirichlet boundary cond
tion

w~r ur0!50, for rPS, ~11!

which represents a grounded metal.
An external unit charge atr0 , induces a surface charg

distribution, which is given by the normal component of t
dielectric displacement,

s~r ur0!5
1

4p
n~r !•Del~r ur0!52 j ~r ur0!. ~12a!

The total induced surface charge is, therefore,

qS~r0![E
S
s~r ur0!dS~r !52g~r0!. ~12b!

It follows that the electrostatic representation for the desi
probability density is
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wS~rPSur0!5s~r ur0!/qS~r0!, ~13!

the ratio of the induced surface charge distribution to
total induced charge.

The above result assumes a particularly simple form
a sphere of radiusb, when

w~u,f![b2wS~bPSur0!

5b2s~r 5b,u,fur0!/qS~r0!. ~14!

For U(r )50 andD(r )5const, one can apply the method
images.7 The electrostatic potential is then composed of t
terms, the Coulomb potential of the original charge plus t
of an image charge of magnitudeqS(r 0)52b/r 0 , located a
distanceb2/r 0 from the origin. The surface charge densit
obtained by differentiating the potential with respect tor at
r 5b, is given by Eq.~2.5! of Ref. 7. By substituting it into
Eq. ~14! one obtains Eq.~1!.

We have shown that Eq.~1! is a special case of Eq.~13!.
The hitting distribution,w, can thus be calculated for an
geometry for which a solution of the corresponding elect
static problem is available.
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